
Exit Exam Defense

Today we get feedback back from the Exit Exam defense last Thursday.

Questions to answer regarding the feedback and the experience:

from the experience itselfa.
from preparing for itb.

yourself as a thinker/speakeri.
your ideas/competenciesii.

from evaluations about…c.

What did you learn…

At the end of the exercise, we will learn how our grades were computed, and then receive our final 
grades.

My answers:

What did you learn from the experience itself?

Be clearer and check for comprehension often.  Focus on the message, practice more.  You are not good 
enough to wing it after 30 minutes of preparation.  Do not be afraid to sledgehammer your message.

What did you learn from preparing for the experience?

Actually practice your talk.  Develop a flowchart or concept map in addition to a serialized list to help 
you save yourself if you talk yourself into a corner.

Practice on someone else.  Make sure that a layperson (i.e. someone unfamiliar with your buzzwords) is 
capable of understanding your message. 

These are all simple things, it's a matter of prioritization and time management.

What did you learn from evaluations about yourself as a thinker/speaker?

You are poor at articulating points, but good at clarification.  You are better when asked to volunteer 
information and clarify than you are at talking at people.

What did you learn about your ideas/competencies?

Nebulous, intangible competencies are difficult to describe adequately.  Be careful with how many 
examples you have.  Ensure you have enough time for questions.  Need a stronger assessment plan.

Grading Scheme:

50% Instructor Grade: 100% for free
10% Average of First Session Grades
20% Average of Second Session Grades
20% Average of Third Session Grades
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